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ABSTRACT Force touch based interactivity has been widely integrated into displays equipped in most of
smart electronic systems such as smartphones and tablets. This paper reports on application of artificial
neural networks to analyze data generated from piezoelectric based touch panels for providing customized
force sensing operation. Based on the experimental results, high force sensing accuracy (93.3%) is achieved
when three force levels are used. Two-dimensional sensing, also achieved with the proposed technique,
with high detection accuracy (95.2%). The technique presented here not only achieves high accuracy, but
also allows users to define the range of force levels through behavioral means thus enhancing interactivity
experience.

INDEX TERMS Artificial neural network, customized force sensing, detection accuracy, interactive
display.

I. INTRODUCTION
Touchscreens are an essential component for human-machine
interactivity in mobile devices, which have become some-
what indispensable nowadays [1], [2]. Traditional touch pan-
els support two-dimensional touch sensing by using capac-
itive and resistive architectures. Recently, three-dimensional
force touch detection has been achieved by using capaci-
tive and piezoelectric means [3], [4]. The former has been
successfully commercialized by Apple Inc. since 2015.
However, capacitive based force sensing adds additional
component cost, circuitry complexity and power consump-
tion and can only provide two force levels without the
ability to support multiple force touch events [5]. In contrast,
the piezoelectric based force sensing holds advantages of
simple panel structure, convenient readout circuitry, passive
amplitude detection, and more importantly, at low cost and
low power [4]–[6]. The piezoelectric architecture provides
higher force sensing sensitivity compared to the capaci-
tive counterpart [5], potentially offering users enhanced user
experience. Here, force detection is obtained by collecting
force-induced charges generated by the piezoelectric material

due to the change of polarization caused under stress [5], [7].
Since the magnitude of the force applied is directly related
to the amount of the generated charges, the force mag-
nitude can be quantified by integrating the generated
charge [5], [6].
A variety of piezoelectric materials have been reported

in [6] and [8]–[12] ranging from inorganic materials such
as zinc oxide to organic counterparts with piezoelectric
coefficient values in the range 20-40 nC/N [13], achieving
state-of-the-art force detection sensitivity of 0.1 N [6].
However, successful use of piezoelectric force sensing in

commercial interactive displays has not been reported yet.
One reason is that current piezoelectric touch panels try
to provide users with a one-size-fit-all solution, by setting
up unified force thresholds to classify force levels [4], [14].
However, this brings up two issues. First, the piezoelectric
touch panel requires users to adapt their original force touch
gestures to the machine’s standards, thus degrading user
experience. Second, the nature of piezoelectric material does
not satisfy the one-size-fit-all solution, because the physical
characteristics of the human fingers vary substantially among
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual description of piezoelectric and ANN based
technique for force and position sensing.

people, giving rise to unstable force-voltage responsivity of
the system [7], [15]. For example, when users with different
finger size apply the same force amplitude, the force-induced
stress is different. Hence the degree of generated charge is
not equal [15]. Therefore, a different force amplitude may
be interpreted by the system lowering the detection accuracy.
In this paper, an artificial neural network (ANN) based

technique is proposed and implemented to address the issues
above so as to provide a customized service to users. Here,
a nested structure of supervised neural ANN is used to study
the connections between touch panel factors and personal
touch behavior to interpret both position and force amplitude.
In this way, three-dimensional touch information is retrieved
by solely utilizing a piezoelectric based architecture without
the need to integrate an additional force sensing arrangement
as deployed in [3]. The overall flowchart is conceptually
illustrated in Fig. 1.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II studies the

personal behavioral patterns in force recognition. Section III
explains how machine learning can help a piezoelectric touch
panel to provide customized function. Section IV describes
the experimental test-bed deploying an ANN-based algo-
rithm. Experimental results and discussion are provided in
Section V.

II. PERSONAL BEHAVIOR ON FORCE RECOGNITION
It is difficult, if not impossible, for users without special
training to quantify the exact force they apply [16], [17].
To detect touch events’ an absolute force magnitude is not
meaningful. In contrast, most people can distinguish different
force levels (i.e., strong, light, etc.) based on their personal
feeling and experience [17]–[19]. The objective of this study
is to accurately interpret and distinguish among the different
force levels of an individual.
A biophysical experiment has been designed to study the

user’s force touch behavior for a range of different force lev-
els. In the experiment, ten subjects are required to conduct
force touches at different levels (2, 3, 4 and 5), according
to their personal definitions. At each force level, 30 touches
are performed on a commercial force sensor (PCB, 208C01).
According to the experimental results, two observations are
noted. First, most people cannot truly control their force level

when the number of different levels is more than three. When
subjects carry out a five-force-level test (force levels are cat-
egorized into: light, light-middle, middle, middle-strong and
strong), none of the subjects could stabilize his/her strength
to manage the associated force magnitudes within a specific
category. To illustrate this, some experimental results are
depicted in Fig. 2 (a).
Second, different subjects, according to their personal

experience and physical conditions, have various interpre-
tation of each force level, indicating that the same force
amplitude can be categorized into different forces by dif-
ferent subjects. This is shown in Fig. 2(b) by comparing
experimental data from three subjects.
Based on our experimental results and analysis, we can

conclude that the definition of force levels is highly depen-
dent on the individual in question. To provide enhanced
user experience, force sensing in a piezoelectric touch panel
should not be designed as a one-size-fit-all approach, but
more as a human-centered system.

III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS FOR CUSTOMIZED
SMART SYSTEM DESIGN
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are an information pro-
cessing paradigm that were introduced for simulating the
way human brain learns and processes information. The
nature of an ANN enables it to learn features by itself and
design specific models to adapt to different users according
to personalized data provided [20].
The three major learning paradigms of ANNs are super-

vised learning [21], unsupervised learning [22] and rein-
forcement learning [23]. Among them, supervised learning
uses labelled data to train the network. Parameters (weights
and bias) of the network are adjusted constantly until the out-
put yields a desired value. The supervised learning paradigm
is mainly used for dealing with classification and regression
problems. Related techniques have already been applied in
other systems, such as smart home environment [24]–[26],
smart security system [27], [28], and smart self-driving sys-
tem [29], [30]. Our task aims to establish a user-oriented
touch panel system, which enables smartphones to adjust
touch sensing systems according to the customs of the user.
Influenced by the nature of the piezoelectric based material
itself, touch panel’s mechanical property [5] and the individ-
ual difference of the user that is discussed in previous section,
it is challenging to establish personalized models to find
the potential connections between force touch factors and
observed data using conventional statistical methods [15],
and to threshold force levels (even for an individual user).
But based on the nature of ANNs and the difficulty and
complexity of the task mentioned above, supervised ANNs
are found suitable to solve the problem proposed.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A sandwich structured force touch panel (as conceptually
shown in Fig. 3 (a)) is assembled for our experiment. The
width and length of the touch panel are both 27 mm. Here,
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FIGURE 2. (a) Five force levels extracted from the same subject. (b) Three force levels extracted from two different subjects.

nine top copper electrodes in square shape are evenly dis-
tributed with a spacing distance at 2.5 mm. Details of the
touch panel are provided in the Fig. 3 (b).
The force-induced electrical signal is picked up and dig-

italized by a single-board microcontroller (as shown in
Fig. 3 (c)) and then sent to a laptop for further processing.

V. DATA PROCESSING AND ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The algorithm mainly contains the following two parts,
data pre-processing and user behavior classification. The pre-
processing process extracts useful information from raw data
and feed them to a nested ANN for both position estimation
and force level classification.

A. PRE-PROCESSING
The data we obtained from the touch panel is a series of
continuous signals, distributed in nine channels representing
the nine touch sensors respectively (Fig. 4 (a)). First, an
initial noise filtering process is carried out to remove the
power supply noise (Fig. 4 (b)). More specifically, the noise
that is removed in the first place is the initial system noise
produced when the single-board microcontroller is electri-
fied. This kind of noise is always presented in pulse form
appearing at the very beginning of the signal. We remove

it by disregarding the data within one second after electri-
fying the system. Then, the dominant sensor is determined
by finding the channel that has the strongest signal intensity
(Fig. 4 (c)). Here, it is worth pointing out that the location of
dominant sensor cannot represent the location of the touch
event, due to the nun-uniform of the stress propagation and
boundary conditions [15]. The peaks of the signal received
from the dominant sensor is detected and the highest 10%
and the lowest 10% of the data is filtered out to boost the
training efficiency (Fig. 4 (d) and (e)). The touch event is
assumed to be carried out at the time point of each selected
peak on dominant channel. This helps the system to find
corresponding information of the eight non-dominant chan-
nels (Fig. 4 (f)), which is used to consist a nine-element
array along with the information from dominant channel
(Fig. 4 (g)). Hence, raw data are converted into a 9×n
matrix (n denotes the number of touch events) for further
processing.
The software we used for pre-processing of data is Python.

We installed pySerial, a Python serial port access module
that enables us to import real-time force-induced electri-
cal signal (digitalized by microcontroller) to software for
analysing and processing. Apart from pre-processing, the
nested ANN model described in the following section is
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(c)

FIGURE 3. (a) Structure of the assembled touch panel. (b) Top view and
cross section view of the touch panel. (c) PCB based touch panel
prototype, dashed square (27×27 mm2) indicates the touch effective area.
The cover layer and bottom layer for an interactive display used touch
panel should not be PCB based, for the reason of non-transparency. Here
PCB is used for concept validation only.

also established, trained and tested in Python deep learning
library named Keras.

B. NESTED NEURAL NETWORKS
A standard ANN is composed of a series of interconnected
processing units (neurons) that can compute values from
inputs by feeding information through the network. Neurons
are organized in layers. Each layer computes a non-linear
transformation of the previous layer to transform the data into
a more abstract representation and to learn features with
multiple levels of abstraction [31].
We expect to study the inner connections between force

touch factors and personalized data obtained from the sens-
ing device by estimating the touch position according to
data acquired, and then use both position information and
touch panel data for force level classification. In this way,
the position information can assist in improving classification

accuracy of force levels. Therefore, a nested ANN structure
is established to suit the experiment’s needs.
The nested structure, shown in Fig. 5, mainly contains

two five-layer networks. Each network is composed of
three multi-layer perceptions for feature extraction and one
Softmax classifier for classification. Data collected from
touch sensors by pressing the nine positions on touch panel
(around 90 times each position, in 3 different force levels) are
pre-processed, and then separated into proportions of 80%
for training and 20% for validation. Apart from these data,
other groups of data are also collected (around 100 data per
subject) for various touch positions and force amplitudes to
test the performance of our network. The inner network is
for position estimation. Input data are classified into nine
classes (the nine positions on touch panel) corresponding
to their desired output. The outer network inputs both pre-
processed sensor data and position information predicted by
the inner network for force amplitude estimation. They are
expected to be classified into three force levels, light, middle
and strong, according to the different degree of user’s touch.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results mainly consist of the following three parts, results
from the training process, results of the touch position and
force level classification, and a comparison of results with
the conventional thresholding method.

A. DATA TRAINING AND VALIDATION
In the training process, Adam, a stochastic gradient-based
optimizer [32] is used to optimize the values of weights
and bias of the network for the minimization of the loss
function [33] (Mean Squared Error function). This optimizer
is proved to be computationally efficient and well-suited
for problems of large data/parameters [34]. The activation
function used in hidden layers is ‘ReLU’. The two major
benefits for choosing ‘ReLU’ activation are the reduced
likelihood of the gradient to vanish and the much less
time consuming comparing to using other activation func-
tions such as sigmoid exponential [35]. The two graphs in
Fig. 6 (a) and (b) reflect the changing trends of loss and
classification accuracy for both training and validation data in
the training process of the position estimation network.
The criteria for terminating the training is whether the loss
reaches a preset threshold value (0.3) or if the number of
validation checks reaches 10 (indicating that the performance
on the validation set is becoming worse on 10 successive
epochs although the performance on the training set is get-
ting better). The training process stops at around 500 epochs
where loss is below threshold value. It takes about 5 minutes
for the ANN to converge while using 2.80 GHz Intel Core
i7-7700HQ CPU.

B. RESULTS ON POSITION AND FORCE AMPLITUDE
INTERPRETATION
Since the nested ANN is well-trained, test data are put to
the network for touch behavior classification. Experimental
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FIGURE 4. Flowchart of data pre-processing. In (d), the peaks of the signal waveform are detected using continuous wavelet transform which performs
a convolution with data along a predefined width using the wavelet function.

FIGURE 5. Flowchart of data processing in piezoelectric based interactive displays by Nested ANNs. Here, “mpl(X,’Y’)” stands for multi-layer perceptron
with hidden size X and activation function Y and “dr(0.5)” refers to that the dropout rate of the layer which is 50%.

results illustrate that the test accuracy among 10 experi-
menters of touch position classification is between 90.1%
and 97.8%, with an overall accuracy of 95.2% (as is shown

in Fig. 7 (a)). It is noticed that all the errors are gener-
ated in the immediate neighborhood of the target location
(see Fig. 3 (b) for detailed position numbering). It can be
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FIGURE 6. Touch position classification network training process.

presumed that these errors occur due to human error of non-
ideal control over touch position (the real touch position
is slightly shifted compared to the intended test position).
Fig. 7 (b) shows the correlation map of force level classifi-
cation on test dataset. An overall classification accuracy of
93.3% is achieved when force amplitudes are classified into
three levels. It can be observed from the figure that the main
error exists between the two adjacent force levels, which is
mainly result from the inconsistency of subjects’ strength.

C. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL THRESHOLDING
METHOD
As explained in Section II, different subjects have dif-
ferent understanding to the grade of strength. To further
demonstrate this, Fig. 8 shows the data obtained from the
dominant channel of three experimenters applying three dif-
ferent grades of force on the touch panel. It can be observed
from the figure that the same force amplitude may be cate-
gorized into different force levels by different experimenters.
The two horizontal dotted lines in orange are the dividing
lines of the strength grade specifically optimized for these
three subjects (using least squares regression), which gives
the highest possible overall classification accuracy of 82.7%.
For the 10 subjects that participated in our experiment, the

FIGURE 7. Correlation maps of touch position and force amplitude level.

highest possible classification accuracy using the threshold-
ing method mentioned above drops to 65.8%. This result is
much lower than the classification accuracy of 93.3% that
we achieved while using customized ANN, showing that the
one-size-fit-all method is not generally applicable in solving
user-oriented touch interactive problems.
Furthermore, due to the mechanical property and boundary

conditions of the touch panel, the force-voltage responsivity
among the touch panel is non-uniform, which may result in
considerable difference for the same force-induced amplitude
voltage level when touch position shifts [7]. To compensate
for this, conventional thresholding method needs to record
user-performed force touches of different levels for all loca-
tions (or as many as possible) of the touch panel to maintain
an acceptable detection accuracy, putting burdens on both
user and system’s sides. The technique reported in this paper
is able to generate a reliable network to accurately recognize
customer’s touch panel patterns by using limited input from
the user. In view of saving material resources and manpower
costs, the proposed method provides a feasible and promis-
ing application that can be widely used by the touch panel
industry.

D. ALGORITHM ENERGY BUDGET
Based on the neural network architecture shown in
Fig. 5 with specified number of hidden layers and neurons,
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FIGURE 8. Conventional thresholding method for force level classification among three different subjects.

around 8×105 multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations are
estimated to be taken on feedforward propagation for the
processor to execute. The MAC operations account for over
99% of total operations in our network, therefore, dominating
power consumption and processing time. Current machine
learning processors for mobile devices have a power effi-
ciency of 3TOPS/W [36], hence the power consumption for
the technique developed in this paper is roughly 26.7nW.
The work in this article focuses on addressing the dynamic

force touch events. The recognition of static force touch
can be achieved by adopting the technique proposed in our
previous work [6].

VII. CONCLUSION
The current one-size-fit-all solution provided by piezoelec-
tric based touch panels is not broadly accepted by users,
due to the unreliable force-voltage responsivity and highly
individual-dependent touch behavior. To address these two
issues, an ANN is employed to process the force touch
signals. Experimental results show that good force detec-
tion accuracy of 93.3% is achieved, demonstrating that
the customized service and stable force-voltage responsivity
are both successfully obtained, enhancing the user’s force
interactivity experience.
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